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Parenting in a Pandemic & Beyond
Supporting Parents Every Step on the Way

SESSION 2: 

HOW TO ADAPT  VISUAL 
ARTS LEARNING 

EXPERIENCES TO SUIT MY 
CHILD’S AGE, STAGE AND 

ABILITY.
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  in Early
Childhood
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Planning arts play experiences that tap into 
your child’s interests and play style

Learn about schemas as a  way to observe 

your child at play and tap into your child’s 

preferred play styles and interests:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDIUA8Z
zHUE&list=PL2uxix3wOQXlv1jWLuScpGJm4AT
PvhZ4A

https://www.earlychildhoodireland.ie/wp-
content/uploads/2014/02/LEVEL-6-Child-
Development-SCHEMAS.pdf
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To read the full poem, ‘A Blueprint for Beauty’ (a celebration 

of  children’s rights), LINK HERE

Children learn through: 

• Active, hands-on 

participation and  

experiences;

• Interest-based learning

• Cognitive conflict and 

problem solving

• Social collaboration and 

co-construction of 

knowledge.

Planning for meaningful encounters 
with materials and processes.
When planning arts experiences for 

children with additional support needs, it is 

important to remember that all children 

have the right to engage in rich and 

meaningful play and learning experiences. 

Focus on experiences that  celebrate playful  

approaches to art and focus on the joy of 

playful discovery and encounters with 

materials and processes.

As well as considering play preferences and 

individual learning styles, it is important for 

children to experience art for arts sake. 

At the same time, it is important to identify 

possible sub-skills and behavioural

considerations;  as well as adapt the 

experience to cater to particular physical or 

sensory issues.

REMEMBER:

• You know your child

• Respond to the child’s preferred activities 

and play styles

• What are they interested in?

• Look at schemas to align play  choices 

with children’s play style.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDIUA8ZzHUE&list=PL2uxix3wOQXlv1jWLuScpGJm4ATPvhZ4A
https://www.earlychildhoodireland.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/LEVEL-6-Child-Development-SCHEMAS.pdf
https://ecartoz.com/2019/11/24/a-blueprint-for-beauty/


Adapting visual arts experiences
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• Break an experience into its component 

elements

• Consider the sub-skills and processes

• How can these skills, processes and elemental 

experiences scaffold encounters for all children?

• Plan for encounters that develop a relationship

with materials

• Observe and listen…and be in dialogue with 

children and materials

Image 2: Bubble wrap adaptions

Planning for success
When selecting an arts experience. 

anticipate any possible barriers for your 

child. Barriers may be physical, 

emotional or sensory. Or perhaps the 

barriers may be related to your own 

worries about mess? 

Think about whether you need to adapt 

the experience to enable participation 

and minimise frustration. 

Consider:

• Do you need to adapt the tools you use or 

access alternate materials such as gloves, 

extension tools?

• Which physical skills are required to 

complete a task?

• What adjustments or adaptions may be 

required to ensure inclusion and access?

• How can I ensure that I don’t take over and 

dominate or control my child’s experience?

• How should I set the area up to make the 

tidy up process manageable?. E.g. cleaning 

wipes and towels nearby, small amounts of 

paint to minimize spills etc.


